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Inside Edition alternately titled as Inside Edition with Deborah Norville in program introductions
for its weekday broadcasts since is an American news broadcasting newsmagazine that is
distributed in first-run syndication by CBS Media Ventures. Having premiered on January 9, , it
is the longest-running syndicated-newsmagazine program that is not strictly focused on
entertainment news. The program features a mix of infotainment stories, entertainment news
and gossip, scandals, true-crime stories and lifestyle features. Since , the program's weekday
broadcasts have been anchored by Deborah Norville. Mary Calvi anchors the program's
weekend editions and also serves as a substitute for Norville on the weekday broadcasts. Inside
Edition is broadcast in two formats: the weekday edition is broadcast as a half-hour program
and features a broad mix of news stories of various types and feature segments; a weekend
edition titled Inside Edition Weekend , though visually referenced as Inside Weekend in on-air
graphics is also produced, which also runs for a half-hour, and is composed of a selection of
stories featured on the Monday through Friday editions the previous week. During major
holidays occurring on a weekday, that episode may feature a format similar to the weekend
edition but featuring a compilation of stories from past editions and occasionally features
lifestyle-oriented stories in relation to certain major holidays such as Independence Day ,
Thanksgiving and Christmas ; from to , certain episodes aired during the summer months also
followed a similar format, mixing feature packages from past episodes introduced by the anchor
of that day's broadcast with current news stories introduced by one of the program's
correspondents from its newsroom. The program is based at Studio 45 at the CBS Broadcast
Center in New York City , which houses its main newsroom and production facilities as well as
the set for the broadcast which switched from a physical set to a virtual studio in September
Some editions, however, are conducted from the program's West Coast newsroom in Los
Angeles from where the program's L. Eastern Time Zone each Monday through Friday, with
occasional updates to each broadcast being conducted to account for new story details or other
timely news pieces, and to correct technical or script issues in the original live broadcast. The
program was among the first directly affected by the impact of the COVID pandemic on
television on March 11, the day where the coronavirus was declared a pandemic ; as the CBS
Broadcast Center and thus, the Inside Edition newsroom and studio was closed after building
personnel tested positive for coronavirus disease For the first week after, Deborah Norville
originated the program from her home kitchen and subsequently later shot remotely from her
home, with contributions from the Los Angeles newsroom before being able to establish a
dedicated virtual home studio with the entire staff working from home, as the Los Angeles base
was also affected by a stay-at-home order. When Inside Edition first premiered in January , the
program's format originally took on a high-brow approach, focusing on general news and
investigative journalism. The first anchor of the program was David Frost , who was demoted to
a correspondent role after approximately three weeks, due to poor ratings under the original
concept. By then, the program had shifted towards a mix of tabloid crime stories, investigations
and celebrity gossip. In point of fact, Inside Edition was one of the original "Big Three" tabloid
journalism -style newsmagazines of the early s on American television â€” alongside Fox's A
Current Affair and Paramount's Hard Copy â€” which fiercely competed with each other in
syndication during that period and is the only one that remains on the air. In addition to being
one of the first American broadcasters to cover the dismantling of the Berlin Wall , O'Reilly
obtained the first exclusive interview with murderer Joel Steinberg and was the first television
host from a national current affairs program on the scene of the Los Angeles riots. Unlike its
parent show, Inside Edition Extra was not able to attain high ratings and was canceled at the
end of the â€”93 season; it would be replaced by American Journal , which went on to a longer
five-year run. In March , a little over six years after the show premiered, O'Reilly would leave the
program. By the late s, as its similarly formatted syndicated competitors had already begun
waning in the ratings, the program tweaked its format in an effort to retain viewers. While its
focus continued to revolve partly around entertainment and crime stories, it also began phasing
in additional hard news content consisting of select major headlines of given warranty and
other notable general news and legal-related stories as well as lifestyle and human-interest
story features. In the late s, as video sharing websites such as YouTube came into prominence,
Inside Edition began incorporating viral video in most broadcasts, either those in relating to a
news story covered in that day's edition or, more commonly, humorous or amazing videos
including clever marriage proposals, people and animals displaying interesting talents or
stunts, active military personnel returning home from duty surprising family members and
practical joke ; videos of the latter type are typically included in the "D" block which closes each
broadcast. In the s, Inside Edition was classified by the Pew Research Center Project for
Excellence in Journalism as "tabloid press" [3] and a "pseudo news program". From Wikipedia,
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A Florida deputy came to the rescue of a terrified missing year-old girl who was found in a motel
room with a year-old man she had met online, â€¦. One year after year-old Black jogger Ahmaud
Arbery was chased and shot to death in a Georgia suburb, his mother has filed a federal lawsuit
â€¦. Following weeks of blanketing winter storms, warmer weather is hitting the United States,
and as temperatures fluctuate icing is likely to occur. A Utah hot air balloon ride took a scary
turn when the basket plunged into icy waters. Photojournalist Matt Newey was on board with his
girlfriend â€¦. Tiger Woods has been injured in a serious car crash near Los Angeles, authorities
said. The year-old golfing legend was driving when the vehicle â€¦. Expand Magazines. Heroes
By Inside Edition. Photo Galleries By Inside Edition. Animals By Inside Edition. Offbeat By
Inside Edition. Latest Videos By Inside Edition. Coronavirus By Inside Edition. Royals By Inside
Edition. Flashback By Inside Edition. Entertainment By Inside Edition. Health By Inside Edition.
Politics By Inside Edition. Crime By Inside Edition. Inspiration By Inside Edition. Expand
Followers. Expand Flips. Shooting of Ahmaud Arbery. Weather in the U. Tiger Woods. Tur had
been told she'd "never work again". But we had no idea what an extremely short fuse he had
until now. Quite the drama queen if you ask us. We also got her recollections on spending time
in the clink and what advice she'd give a younger self about how to deal with her acrimonious
split from the Today show. Deborah Norville: What is the gift for 20 years? It's probably not very
good. Wait, I know this, because I just had my 20th wedding anniversary. It's porcelain. So
maybe we'll have celebratory china made in honor of our grand achievement here. For those of
you who are keeping track, yesterday was once again Donald Trump's turn to escalate his feud
with Martha Stewart. On Inside Edition, the original Apprentice taskmaster snarked, "She should
just go into the sunset, relax, have her little daytime show and have it do as well as it can do,
which isn't particularly well. Live TV. New This Month. What's New to Stream in February. More
TV Picks. Inside Edition. Cast See All. See Full Cast. Tue, May 13, Thu, Feb 23, TV Listings.
Designer handbags that are stylish, functional, luxurious, and attainable. Built using high
quality watch movements encased in hypo-allergenic solid stainless steel. Find the latest home
electronics and other lifestyle products. Relax and recover in style choose from many great
products. All our fine jewelry is expertly designed with the highest quality standards. Delivering
sophisticated quality and timeless designs for every woman. Stay charged up with the leader in
portable power banks. Life Hacks Deals you never knew you needed. Cargo Cosmetics Fresh, i
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nnovative, and fun. Dukap Outdoor Furniture Furniture collections to suit your space.
Household Staples Save big on these top basics. Electric Kick Scooters by Segway
Revolutionizing personal transportation. Quiz Quirk Puzzles Enjoy hours of fun the
old-fashioned way. Bags For Your Budget Grab a bag for any occasion at affordable prices.
Angelina Intimates Find the perfect intimates for you. Beautiful Jewelry Treasures by Hollywood
Sensation Delivering sophisticated quality and timeless designs for every woman. Cold Weather
Basics Classic faves and new trends. Karl Lagerfeld Beauty Cosmetics Where beauty meets
bargain. Bertha Polarized Sunglass For the rare ones. MetroMan Grooming Hot trends, cool
prices. Lotus Sustainable Bags More ways to save. Mophie Portable Power Stay charged up
with the leader in portable power banks. Kate Spade Designer Sunglasses Style synonymous
with joy. True Spectrum Premium Hemp Enhance your calm. Aduro Tech Accessories Power up
with these tech essentiials.

